IPODS ARF ONE OF THE hottest selling gadgets on the market. They are everywhere, and that includes college campuses. Duke University initially distributed iPods to all incoming freshmen and then moved to a classroom focus.' and even smaller campuses, such as Georgia College & State University, have gotten considerable publicity for tbeir innovative uses of the iPod.-Institutions, such as Stanford, are also embracing podcasting. a phenomenon that is literally only a few months old.Ê ducational use of iPods has not been without its iControversy, as many wonder whether these ubiquitous devices are really achieving educational goals so much as they are providing an entertainment outlet for students."* iPods do have educational uses, and since students also enjoy them as entertainment devices, this may have unexpected advantages for instructors. Results of a recent podcasting project in a graduate level course on historical methods and interpretation suggest that iPods are not just toys and podcasting is not just a fad. When applications are based on solid learning theory and designed with appropriate outcomes in mind, they can transform tbe educational experience for students, build communities of learners, promote more active engagement of materials, and achieve the leaning outcomes essential for the study of history.
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Description of the Project
My aim in my graduate level course in historical methods and interpretations was to acquaint students with the major trends in historiography and to provide exposure to research methods in many different areas of history. Requirements included several oral presentations on the methods and historiographical theses of major historians, research projects in local and oral history and genealogy, a book review of a biographical monograph, and a major research paper on a topic related to the student's research interests. I wanted to see whether iPods could help to develop research skills essential for the study of history. Beyond that, I wanted to use iPods to develop students' oral skills and a greater sense of immersion in tbe course materials. My approach to the iPod project in tbis course was substantially different than that of many of my colleagues around the nation.
Typically, instructors use the iPod and podcasting to distribute their lectures for review or, in the case of some of my colleagues in the arts, to present music for required listening or paintings for viewing assignments. Given the numbers of students I see on my campus walking around who appear to be inseparably fused to their iPods. applications like this are obviously popular among the students. Although students like the portability of the iPod and that alone makes it worth considering as an educational tool, I am a firm believer in using tecbnology only when it allows me to accomplish something better than I ean do without it.
Consequently, I wanted to go one step further and to create an application that relied on the student as producer to foster an active learning environment, especially since the aim of the historical methods and interpretation class was to create students with the skills to become professional historians. The Greek word historien is a verb of action, and history demands that students engage in active inquiry rather than be passive receptors of facts. I did not want the iPod to become something that students just listened to passively, as they often do during lecture presentations. I wanted them to use it to produce something reflecting the fruits of their own inquiries that would also spark the imaginations of the other students. I also designed my own materials to be distributed via the iPod as short, highly interactive exercises that demanded the development of specific historical skills.
The eight students in the fall 2005 course received photo iPods and Griffin iTalk microphones, which plug into iPods and allow users to record audio presentations.-^ Students recorded their oral presentations directly to the iPod using the voice memo function of the iPod. Students moved their voice memos over to their desktops and into iTunes, avail-able for the MAC or PC, simply by connecting the iPod to a desktop computer which automatically synchs it to the desktop. From iTunes, students then sent the files to the instructor via e-mail. Because some of the audio files were so large that our campus server blocked them as attachments, students used yousendit.com, a free service on the Internet, to deliver the files. The instructor then uploaded the audio files to the campus podcasting server. Fortunately, the campus server automatically wrote the required RSS (Really Simple Syndication) file and updated it every time a new episode was added. Students could then access all the presentations of their peers by subscribing to the podcasting channels reserved for the course in iTunes. Since iTunes 4.9 or above is the required gateway to access podcasts, even faculty and students who do not have access to iPods can replicate this project. For those who do, syncing the iPod to iTunes on one's desktop automatically transfers the podcasts to the iPod. I set up one channel for eacb course topic, and students downloaded the presentations before the class meetings, previewed them, and then discussed them in class. Each presentation was between five and fifteen minutes in length, depending on the assignment.
While most of the student podcasts were audio files only, I also prepared enhanced podcasts, which contained embedded images that can be hyperlinked to websites. While the iPod is not wired for Internet connection, students could click on these links when viewing the podcasts in iTunes. The iPod will, however, display images, though tbe display was rather small before the fifth generation video iPods came out. I produced the enhanced podcasts using Cbaptertoolme, which is freeware available for the MAC and very easy to master.^ My materials attempted to train students to use various databases essential for historical research and to introduce students to the most important resources in various areas of history. Enhanced podcasts were also useful for orienting students to tbe use of the Internet for research, because screen captures of various tools found on useful sites could be linked to the actual websites discussed in the audio presentation. Students then completed exercises using tbe online databases. For example. I created an enhanced podcast to train students to use Dugdale's Monasticon,a resource for the study of monasticism now available on the Web (Figure 1 ),^ while one of my students designed an enhanced podcast exploring primary sources and other resources available through the presidential libraries.
Students could stop and start the podcasts over again while they explored embedded hyperlinks. There is also an advantage for students in that they can review podeasts, whereas classroom presentations are a more linear experience that students cannot repeat once they are completed. Another advantage of using podcasts is that class time is freed up for discussion and higher order learning activities. Although my course had only eight students in it, due to the intense discussions I demand of students, we could not complete eight presentations in a three-hour session. The availability of the presentations on the podcasts before the class allowed us to focus on important issues, trends, and historiographical theories that otherwise might have gone unexplored. To maximize use of these resources and to further focus discussion, it is very useful to have students complete written assignments based on the podcasts before the class meetings. I accomplished this through use of a course blog site, where I would post open-ended questions to generate discussion. White it would bave been possible to more closely fuse the blog site and the audio files by "audio blogging," or having students post audio files instead of text to the blog, podcasting with iTunes allowed me to organize the podcasts by topic and the students to download all the files at once on the topic under discussion.
The Notes Function of the iPod
Instructors can also distribute transcriptions of the podcasts or supplementary notes via tbe notes function on the iPod. In this case, 1 distributed brief summaries of the major databases and research tools for various historical periods and topics and encouraged my colleagues in the department to submit bibliographies that would be of use in their areas. Text distributed via the notes function must be no larger than 4K in size, and various third-party software applications are available that separate longer texts into manageable chapters. Sometimes the chapter divisions are not convenient, but instructors can edit those to their liking. The notes function also allows one to enhance text files through hyperlinks to audio and image files. In order to distribute notes to students on the iPods, the iPod has to be set to function as an external drive, which can easily be done through iTunes after connecting the iPod. Once tbe student's iPod is set up to function as an external drive, instructors can simply copy over files to the notes folder. Students could also exchange PowerPoint and other large files using the external drive function of the iPod. Transferring the files can consume large amounts of class time, so it is usually best to prepare all the notes one wants to distribute before the semester starts and preload them onto the iPods. Alternatively, one might reserve time outside of class when students can get their iPods updated with new materials.
The notes function is one of the most valuable tools on the iPod. My students could take their iPods into the library, look for the required resources, and then work through assignments or review important mate-rials with their iPods. In this case, the iPod was the equivalent to having a personal tutor working with them. While reading text on a small screen is not the ideal context for reading, students found that the convenience of having materials right at their fingertips more than outweighed the potential inconvenience of reading electronic text in miniature form. While I might have distributed these materials on the Web, they would not have been as accessible as they were on the iPod, which students could take anywhere they went.
Other Uses for the Voice Memo Function
As noted above, the voice memo function of the iPod allows users to record oral presentations, but many of my students also began to take audio notes for their research papers. Students who found resources in the library or elsewhere could quickly record references to the iPod using their iTalk mikes and the voice notes function. Students often recorded citation information or even brief synopses of articles for use later when drafting their annotated bibliographies. Many students remarked that this application was among the most useful of all the applications of the iPod. Instructors might also find it useful to record feedback on assignments, as students often enjoy the personalized touch of hearing the instructor's voice.
How Students used the iPods in Their Oral and Local History Projects
Of all the assignments students completed using the iPod, the oral history project was not only the most popular, but the most effective. Milledgeville, Georgia, is fortunate to have a large Cuban community. Many of these Cuban-Americans immigrated to the United States following the Revolution. Several Cuban doctors came to Milledgeville to work at Central State Hospital, one of the world's largest mental institutions. I worked with a colleague who is a Latin Americanist interested in tapping this local resource for further research. After the class had a session on basic oral history techniques, we put the students in groups and assigned them a subject to interview. We provided background on the Cuban Revolution and also helped the students to develop an appropriate set of questions. Student teams recorded their interviews on the iPods. Since all the students had iPods, we had several backups of the recording and could pick the one whose sound quality was the best. Because iPods are small and less intrusive than video cameras or other recording devices they are less likely to make subjects nervous. Students analyzed the interviews and then produced their own podcast discussions of important trends, inconsistencies, and areas for further investigation. Because only one or two scholars had attempted to probe the history of the local Cuban community, the project provided a further basis for the research of my colleague, a junior faculty member. It also interested the students enough so that many are considering doing their master's theses on the topic. Because anyone could access the interviews through the class podcasting channel, the material has inspired others to work on the topic as well. In fact, one of my students was a teacher in the public schools, and she brought the interviews into her classroom. Her students, who were largely underprivileged African-Americans, were so overwhelmed by the stories of Cubans who overcame their own hardships that the school later asked my student to develop a curriculum unit for next year around the interviews. Not only can future students in this and other courses build on this work, but the availability of these resources as podcasts highlights the power of new technologies to break down the walls of the traditional classroom. This project enhanced faculty collaboration in my department, enabled us to make links between various areas of the curriculum, and forged partnerships with other educational institutions on different levels of the educational spectrum.
Another successful project dealt with local history. Milledgeville was the antebellum capital of Georgia and our department offers an advanced course in local history. The methods course requires a research project on the history of Milledgeville that makes use of courthouse and other local records. My students researched the rather interesting history of our own departmental building, which was connected to Dr. Joseph Hill White, an important figure in American medical history. Previously, students completed written summaries of their findings, but in this case my students were also able to record presentations on the iPod. These will not only be available for future students in the methods course, but also for use by future students in the advanced course on local history and by anyone with an interest in the history of the town. Unlike hard copy files, the podcasts are available at any hour of the day or night. Our experience indicates that a well-designed local history project might also make use of oral histories, thereby providing another means for integrating the course materials through technology.^ Another class project dealing with genealogy similarly used iPods for family interviews along with several research databases, and in general, these and our previous interviews proved to be the most successful application of the iPod in the course.
Learning Outcomes
On a survey administered at the end of the semester, several students reported that the iPod helped to develop greater confidence in their oral skills, especially in front of the class. Students reported recording their presentations over and over until they were perfected, spending considerably more time on them than they would have done if they had simply been required to present them in class. Other students remarked that the iPod recordings promoted greater discipline in their work habits, as they had to "plan more...[and to] keep up the reading and preparation, rather than waiting until the last minute to complete everything." Students also commented that recording their presentations allowed them to review their own work in order to select the most important points for classroom presentation. From this point of view alone, the iPod prompted more reflection and a more sustained attempt to improve oral skills than is usually the case in a traditional classroom situation.
Podcasting may have other benefits as well. Experts on error correction in composition indicate that students who read their work aloud often correct their written errors as they go. Frequently, students may not be able to recognize that there are errors on the written page even though they correct them in their oral presentations. Repeated practice in reading papers aloud improves students' abilities to spot errors in the written text.*^ Indeed, the podcasting experiment in this class enabled one student with particularly weak writing skills to improve her presentations dramatically. She commented that when she heard herself reading on the iPod, she became aware of organizational and other writing problems in her papers. This student reported revising her written materials repeatedly to produce a single podcast, and remarked that now she could not imagine completing assignments without the benefit of her iPod. Significantly, the student's weakest performance on a writing assignment was the only one that was not the subject of a required podcast. In her case, the connection between reading aloud and writing was so significant that her work suffered without it. Another student commented on the surveys, administered at the end of the term, that she "had to know how to apply the material to the assignments in new ways...talking about the material (and knowing that everyone would hear it) was much more challenging than just thinking about or writing about the material." As still another student put it, podcasting "helped [to] process what had [been] written."
The results of this project might remind one of the ancient and medieval practice of realizing text primarily through the spoken word. Every text was a "score for public or private performance."'" Texts had an audience, creating a circular loop between the author, his or her ideas. and the audience, what Dorothy Sayers once called "the thing which flows back to the writer from his own activity."" People experienced texts and their ideas in a communal, public context. Today, "we have reached such a state of dependence on the printed word that we are no longer in the habit of turning most of what we read with the eye into sounds that can be heard with the ear."'^ Augustine of Hippo once reacted with amazement at seeing Ambrose reading silently,'' and perhaps we have lost something significant as we have moved from the spoken word, to the written word, to the printed word, and finally, to electronic communications."' While some philosophers have questioned whether digital environments may take us even further away from the public realization of texts,'^ the experience of my class with the iPod project had exactly the opposite effect, forcing students to encounter their written texts and those of their peers through oral, public performances. A.K. Gavrilov notes that there is an intimate connection between reading aloud and reading silently and that the one strengthens the other,'^ which may be another advantage of oral presentations that are shared through podcasting.
Use of a course blog site in conjunction with the podcasts produced other advantages. The instructor required students to post to the blog weekly, so that students could further process materials in the podcasts and integrate them with the classroom discussions. While there may be links between oral realizations of text and improved writing ability, writing itself is a very different form of communication than speaking and it is governed by its own rules of discourse.'"^ Writing is "a unique mode of learning...."'** that "makes it harder for students to remain passive."'^ Writing reinforces knowledge and makes it easier to retain^â nd is a "tool for discovering, for shaping meaning, and for reaching understanding."2' Walter J. Ong has noted that writing may actually restructure one's consciousness." Consequently, I designed the blog postings based on the "writing to learn" approach. Students were to summarize important points in the weekly materials and to note important questions for further exploration, significant analytical points, and differences of interpretation. Blog postings took advantage of the connections forged between oral recitations and writing by demanding yet another level of processing of the course materials.
One student noted on the end of the semester surveys that they "loved being able to process information in more ways than one." While this was often the case, students clearly did not want redundancy, and they remarked on the surveys that they did not enjoy hearing tbeir peers simply repeat their podcasts in class. The multiple layers of processing prompted students to demand of their peers higher order thinking in class, as they wanted to hear more discussion of areas of the research that demanded further investigation and for their peers to help them make links between topics. Students also wanted to be prompted to process meta-questions related to their readings in the philosophy of history and historiography.
Studies suggest that hybrid courses, which include both face-to-face and online components, may foster greater interaction between students.-^ This was certainly true in the methods course, as the availability of the podcasts for review before class discussions created a much more open atmosphere for discussion. One reason may be the additional time given to think about material in podcasts before class discussions.-"^ One student remarked that she could absorb the information better at home on the iPod than in the classroom. Students reported being very energized and inspired by the class discussions., and that the exchange of ideas went beyond what they normally experienced in classes. For them, this was the most valuable aspect of the course. Freed from having to devote class time to student presentations, students were much more able to enter into the kind of discourse that leads to the development of higher order skills. Research also suggests that hybrid courses may develop a greater sense of community than traditional face-to-face courses." The level of interaction in the class was certainly evidence of this, and by the end of the class, students began to arrange to exchange feedback on each other's work even before they posted remarks to the course blog site, distributed podcasts, or made presentations in class. The students became a true community of leamers. a community that will likely outlast enrollment in the course.
The portability of the iPods was a very positive thing for students, and it prompted more continuous engagement with course topics. One student remarked that, "the fact that you can listen to a podcast in your car, at the library, etc., makes it much easier to become' immersed in the subject' And that. I feel, is an essential part of learning -being constantly engaged with the subject. The iPod almost functions' like a traveling classroom.' This was especially important for a one-day-a-week class."
The overall success of this podcasting project suggests that widespread familiarity with Mp3 players and other devices similar to the iPod "broadens educational options in a non-threatening and easily accessible manner."-'" While none of my students had ever specifically used an iPod, when asked on a survey administered at the beginning of the term what they hoped to get out of the educational use of the iPod, ali but one mentioned that they were simply excited that they would learn how to use the technology. Only one of the students had any idea that educational goals might be achieved through use of the iPod. Three of the students were non-traditional, and one of these already had a Ph.D. in another field. In contrast, on the surveys administered at the end of the course.
Students had moved from a focus on leaming to use the iPods to an emphasis on the academic skills they developed and the overall educational benefits of the project. Clearly, student interest in leaming how to use a widely known entertainment device opened the door for them to discover unimagined educational benefits.
Challenges
Students did, however, universally remark that they needed more training prior to beginning their projects. Instmctors who implement such projects can expect to spend a great deal of time coaching students through the basic steps necessary to achieve tbe desired product. Students were often fmstrated in the beginning of the course by difficulties encountered when sending the files to the instmctor. iPods may be everywhere, but the features of the iPod that allow one to record a podcast are not the ones most often used. In fact, none of the students reported even knowing how to make an audio recording on a computer before the project began. My students often relied on support staff for technical help, but instmctors can also expect to spend large amounts of time uploading podcasts and dealing with other technical problems. In the event your campus does not have a server that automatically writes the RSS files, instmctors can expect to spend even more time leaming to use RSS and to create the required feeds. Audio quality is another issue, since iTalk mikes are effective to a point, but can occasionally produce audio that is less than superior in quality.
Despite the many challenges of the project, students remarked that the iPod was a "unique way of approaching leaming" and that they saw it as an "essential component of the leaming cycle." They were delighted to be known as the first "pod squad" in the history department and were uniformly positive about the project. Even after the course ended, they continued to correspond with me via e-mail about their leaming experience. Though they often remarked on the amount of time the podcasting projects took every week, it is clear that they derived a great deal of benefit from them. That the iPod project transformed the students' approach to leaming is also evident in the fact that the students used the iPod for projects not related to the class. One of my students channeled her knowledge into creating an enhanced podcast for a photographic exhibit at one of the museums on campus. C^learly, students learned not only skills important for the study of history, but in the end. they did also fulfill tbeir initial desire to learn how to make innovative use of iPod technology.
Conclusion
The most significant aspect of the iPod project was that it created a learner-centered environment that not only prompted more continuous engagement with course material, but also encouraged active learning and a stronger sense of a community of explorers working towards a common goal. The extent to which iPods are permeating the educational environment is a wake up call for historians. We are encountering students who are more wired than ever before, and the more we take advantage of the natural comfort zones students, the more we may be able to reach them in educationally profound ways. Our teaching methods may have to adapt to these new realities. The iPod is a visible manifesto of a new kind of student, one who demands an active role in the learning process and control over when they access materials.
As technology continues to develop, it is going to be more and more possible to allow students a new kind of agency in the creation of knowledge. At the end of the fall 2005 term, Apple announced the debut of the video iPod. Having just completed my first and rather tenuous venture into iTeaching with iPods, I was excited about the potential of the video iPods. even if the need to keep pace with new developments made me feel a little frantic. Nevertheless, I can find some comfort in the knowledge that the podcasting projects produced a dedicated, tightly knit group of graduate students whose appreciation of history was forever enriched, and that is the most important reason why iTeach with iPods.
Notes

